Heartless

Marissa Meyer; Read by Rebecca Soler

In her first stand-alone novel, New York Times-bestselling author Marissa Meyer chills and dazzles us with a prequel to Alice in Wonderland—the untold story of the Queen of Hearts!

Long before she was the terror of Wonderland - the infamous Queen of Hearts - she was just a girl who wanted to fall in love.

Catherine may be one of the most desired girls in Wonderland, and a favorite of the yet-unmarried King of Hearts, but her interests lie elsewhere. A talented baker, all she wants is to open a shop with her best friend and supply the Kingdom of Hearts with delectable pastries and confections. But according to her mother, such a goal is unthinkable for the young woman who could be the next Queen.

At a royal ball where Cath is expected to receive the king's marriage proposal, she meets Jest, the handsome and mysterious court joker. For the first time, she feels the pull of true attraction. At the risk of offending the King and infuriating her parents, she and Jest enter into an intense, secret courtship.

Cath is determined to define her own destiny and fall in love on her terms. But in a land thriving with magic, madness, and monsters, fate has other plans.

PRAISE

Cinder:
A New York Times Bestseller
An Indie Next Kids' Top Ten Title
"Rebecca Soler's sweet but firm voice conducts the listener through a fresh, quirky take on an old trope: reimagined fairytales." --Locus Magazine
"Prince Charming among the cyborgs."--The Wall Street Journal
"Unfolds with the magic of a fairy tale and the breakneck excitement of dystopian fiction."--Publishers Weekly, starred review

Scarlet:
A New York Times Bestseller
An Indie Next Kids' Top Ten Title
“Narrator Rebecca Soler maintains the rising tension levels through pacing and tone as the story lines weave together and the danger grows.”--AudioFile

Moon Chosen

Tales of a New World

P. C. Cast

The debut novel in #1 New York Times bestselling author PC Cast's brand new, epic YA series.

Mari is an Earth Walker. As the daughter of the high priestess of their tribe, she stands to inherit her mother’s power title, and be tasked with keeping their people safe from an enemy tribe. However, this is not the destiny that Mari wants for herself. Then when her mother is killed in a deadly attack, Mari experiences an explosion of power unlike any other Earth Walker has experienced. However, even Mari’s newfound powers cannot prevent the undeniable draw she feels toward Nik, a young man who is her mortal enemy.

In the meantime, a greater darkness approaches and Mari and Nik must band together in a tumultuous alliance if they are to save their people...and each other.

P.C. Cast was born in the Midwest, and grew up being shuttled back-and-forth between Illinois and Oklahoma, which is where she fell in love with Quarter Horses and mythology. After high school she joined the United States Air Force and began public speaking and writing. After her tour in the USAF, she taught high school for 15 years before retiring to write full time. Ms. Cast is a #1 New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling author and a member of the Oklahoma Writers Hall of Fame. With more...
The Lovely Reckless

Kami Garcia

*Romeo and Juliet meets The Fast and the Furious in this edgy romance set in the suburbs of Washington, DC.*

Seventeen-year-old Frankie Devereux would do anything to forget the past. Haunted by her boyfriend’s death, she lives her life by one dangerous rule: Nothing matters. At least, that’s what Frankie tells herself after a reckless mistake forces her to leave her privileged life in the Heights and move in with her dad--an undercover cop. She transfers to a public high school in the Downs, where fistfights don’t faze anyone and illegal street racing is more popular than football.

Marco Leone is the fastest street racer in the Downs. Tough, sexy, and hypnotic, he makes it impossible for Frankie to ignore him--and how he makes her feel. But the risks Marco takes for his family could have devastating consequences for them both. When Frankie discovers his secret, will she risk everything to follow her heart?

**PRAISE**

*Beautiful Creatures:*

#1 *New York Times* Bestseller
USA Today Bestseller

"Smart, textured, and romantic"--*Kirkus Reviews*

"Readers who like angst-filled teenage romance will be swept up by the haunting and detailed atmosphere, the conventions and strictures of Southern life, and a compelling and dimensional mythology."--*Publishers Weekly*

"Here's a story that stays with you long after you put down the book."--*Romantic Times Book Review*

**Kami Garcia** is a #1 *New York Times*–bestselling author and Bram Stoker Award nominee, and the coauthor of the Beautiful Creatures and Dangerous Creatures novels. Her solo series, the Legion, includes the instant *New York Times* bestseller *Unbreakable* and its sequel, *Unmarked*. Kami was a teacher for seventeen years and coauthored her first novel on a dare from seven of her students. kamigarcia.com
The Ones

Daniel Sweren-Becker

Genetically engineered teenagers called "The Ones" go to extremes fighting for their rights as society turns against them.

Cody and her boyfriend James were two of the lucky babies from the 1% of the U.S. population that were randomly selected to benefit from genetic engineering. Now, she and the rest of The Ones are excelling. They aren't otherworldly, just perfect. The Equality Movement capitalizes on this growing fear and jealousy and gains enough political traction to outlaw their existence. The line between right and wrong blurs in the face of injustice and Cody becomes closer to a group of radical Ones intent on fighting back, while James begins to fear just how far she is willing to go for the cause.

Thought provoking, thrilling, and complex, the first in this explosive new young adult series will appeal to fans of Divergent and The Fifth Wave.

Daniel Sweren-Becker is an author, television writer and playwright living in Los Angeles. He has written for ABC, USA, MTV and Nickelodeon, and his play Stress Positions premiered in New York at the SoHo Playhouse. He grew up in Manhattan, before attending Wesleyan University and NYU's Tisch School of the Arts. Nowadays he spends his free time beaching it up, chasing down all of LA's new ice cream sandwiches and teaching creative writing at 826LA's community center. The Ones is his debut novel.
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